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ABSTRACT 
An enormous variety of nonlinear differential equations and functions have been recast 
exactly in the canonical form called an S-system. This is a system of nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations, each with the same structure: the change in a variable is equal to a 
difference of products of power-law functions. We review the development of S-systems, 
prove that the minimum for the range of equations that can be recast as S-systems consists 
of all equations composed of elementary functions and nested elementary functions of 
elementary functions, give a detailed example of the recasting process, and discuss the 
theoretical and practical implications. Among the latter is the ability to solve numerically 
nonlinear ordinary differential equations in their S-system form significantly faster than in 
their original form through utilization of a specially designed algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the wider community of applied 
mathematicians to a very general canonical nonlinear form, the S-system. 
The current evidence in support of its generality is based upon a large 
collection of empirical examples and a demonstration that many functions 
already recognized as representing very general classes of functions are either 
special cases of or equivalent to this canonical form. However, many of the 
relevant results are unpublished, published in journals that are not readily 
accessible, or embedded in specific applications published in diverse areas. 
In providing this introduction we intend to give background and motivation 
rather than a series of mathematical proofs. It is our hope that this will 
stimulate others to pursue some of the open questions that abound in this 
area. 
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In the following sections we shall summarize the developments leading to 
S-systems, give a proof that defines the minimum size of the class of 
functions that can be recast in the canonical S-system form, provide a 
detailed example of recasting, and discuss the theoretical and practical 
implications of recasting. The appendices give further examples of recasting, 
and results demonstrating the efficiency of a numerical algorithm based 
upon the canonical S-system form are presented. 
2. BACKGROUND 
L.OCAL NONLINEAR REPRESENTATIONS 
Two decades ago, the need for a tractable nonlinear description of 
biological and other organizationally complex systems that would capture 
the essential nonlinear features of synergism and saturation led to the 
development of the Power-Law Formalism [14-161. In this formalism, the 
elemental processes of a system are defined by the hierarchical level being 
modelled and are assumed to be governed by logarithmically differentiable 
functions, i.e., functions whose logarithm is differentiable with respect to the 
logarithm of its arguments. When the logarithm of the function is represent- 
ed as a function of the logarithms of its arguments [log Z = f(log X)] one 
can develop the Taylor series under appropriate conditions. Then the local 
representation consisting of the constant and linear terms in this logarithmic 
space is given by 
10gz=10gz,+ 2 [ ~(logz)/~(logx,)],(log~/x,,) (1) 
J=l 
which corresponds to a product of power-law functions in Cartesian space 
where 
g, = ( az/ax,),( x,,/Z,) and a = Zo fi J$P. 
J=l 
While this is a local representation, empirical tests show that it is valid over 
a surprisingly large range of variation in the variables [20, 38, 431. Reasons 
for this are discussed in detail elsewhere [20, 21, 26, 431. 
Each elemental process has a similar local representation in this Power- 
Law Formalism. However, in many situations it is natural to combine a set 
of elemental processes into a single aggregate process. For example, Z, and 
Z, could represent the rates of two separate reactions that produce the same 
product, and Z,,, the net rate of product formation. In general, Z, and Z, 
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can be any positive-valued functions whose logarithms are differentiable and 
with Z,,, as their sum: 
Z, =f1(X,,...,X,) Z, =,/,(X,9..., X,) 
Z”,, = fi ( Xi 7.. 9 xn)+f2,(x,9...,Xn> =fnet(Xl?...YXn) (3) 
Each aggregate process also can be represented as a product of power-law 
functions in the Power-Law Formalism; in the example of Equation (3) we 
obtain 
z,,, = a fi x7 (4) 
J=l 
Depending upon the degree of aggregation assumed before formulation of 
the local description, there are several variants of this Power-Law Formalism 
[30, 431. In the mathematically and biologically most fruitful variant, all 
processes that contribute to the increase in a system component and all those 
that contribute to its decrease are first aggregated into one net process each 
and then represented [15, 30, 431. The result is a systematically structured 
system of nonlinear differential equations that has been called an S-system: 
i =1,2.3 ,...,n 
/==I /=I 
where X,, OL, 
X = dX/dt. 
and p, are real nonnegative, g,, and h,, are real, and 
Among the obvious variants within the Power-Law Formalism are the 
extremes of no aggregation (Generalized Mass Action systems) 
i =1,2,3 ,...,?I (6) 
h /=I h /=1 
and complete aggregation to a single term for each variable (Half systems) 
/=I 
or i =1,2,3 ,..., n (7) 
These variants were considered in the initial development of the Power-Law 
Formalism and abandoned in favor of the S-system form [15]. There are 
three primary reasons that can be cited: mathematical tractability, efficiency 
of numerical solution, and accuracy. S-systems are mathematically more 
tractable. For example, they permit explicit symbolic solutions for nonzero 
steady states [15] and explicit symbolic determination of conditions for local 
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stability [19]. In contrast, these advantages are lost with the Generalized 
Mass Action representation, and Half systems are incapable of representing 
a nonzero steady state. S-systems have a regular structure that has permitted 
us to develop algorithms for their numerical solution that are extremely 
efficient, in many cases one to two orders of magnitude faster than other 
state-of-the-art methods [7; see also Appendix A]. Other variants within the 
Power-Low Formalism also can take advantage of such improvements in 
efficiency. However, the advantages in efficiency are less for Generalized 
Mass Action systems, for there are more computations at each iteration. In 
the case of Half systems, some of whose variables must go either to zero or 
to infinity, there are problems with scaling and computational stability. 
Finally, with regard to the accuracy of local representation, S-systems have 
been shown to be more accurate than Generalized Mass Action systems [43]. 
Half systems have no steady states with all X, nonzero and hence cannot 
represent directly the local behavior about such a state. 
BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 
An enormous variety of phenomena from many different areas of biology 
have been described and analyzed with S-systems, including biochemical 
systems (for reviews see [17, 20, 26, 27, 29]), genetic circuits [18, 20, 25, 281, 
developmental systems [22, 36, 371, immunological networks [5, 61, and 
ecological interactions [32, 33, 41, 421. These applications have revealed a 
number of design principles used in biological systems. Some examples are 
given in the following paragraphs (see [27] for a brief review). 
For a sequence of n consecutive reactions (i.e., a biosynthetic pathway, as 
represented in Figure la) controlled by negative feedback, there are 2”(“+l)/’ 
possible patterns of feedback interactions: the product of each reaction in 
the sequence is capable of inhibiting each of the reactions that preceded it in 
the sequence. Is there a pattern of feedback interactions that is optimal 
in some sense? By describing such sequences with S-systems we obtained the 
steady-state solutions in explicit symbolic form. We then compared the 
steady-state behavior of systems with alternative patterns of feedback con- 
trol and showed by several different criteria that the simple pattern with 
only the end product (X,,) inhibiting the first reaction (X0 + X,) in the 
sequence is optimal. This analysis provided the first explanation for the 
nearly universal occurrence of this pattern in unbranched biosynthetic 
pathways. 
There were confusing reports of intermediate products in biosynthetic 
pathways (i.e., X, in Figure lb) that inhibited the activity of the last reaction 
in the sequence, thereby providing an example of a negative feedforward 
interaction. We modeled such reaction sequences as S-systems and again 
obtained the steady-state solutions in explicit symbolic form. By systematic 
comparison of sequences in which the relevant intermediate product oc- 
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FIG. 1. (a) Feedback inhibition in biosynthetic pathways, (b) feedforward inhibition 
in biosynthetic pathways, (c) alternative circuits for gene regulation, and (d) alternative 
regulatory interactions in immune networks. See text for discussion. 
cupied various positions in the sequence, we showed that the optimal design 
is one in which the product of the first reaction (XI) inhibits the last 
reaction. We also predicted the formation of complexes between the enzymes 
that catalyze the first and last reactions in the sequence. These predictions 
have recently been confirmed in detail by experimentalists. 
Genes (X0) act as templates for transcription in the synthesis of mes- 
senger RNA molecules (X,), which represent copies of the hereditary infor- 
mation in the gene. Messenger RNA molecules in turn act as templates for 
translation in the synthesis of protein molecules (X2), which represent the 
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specific three-dimensional encoding of the genetic information. Proteins in 
the case of enzymes catalyze the conversion of specific substrates (X6) to 
specific products (X3). The transcription of such a gene is regulated by 
product molecules acting in concert with protein molecules, specified either 
by the gene itself (X2) or by other genes (X,). These alternative circuits of 
gene regulation are shown schematically in Figure lc. We have modeled 
these with S-systems and have shown that the usage of each regulatory 
pattern is based on the physiological functions of the gene product and the 
normal extent of its expression in the organism’s natural environment. These 
predictions are in agreement with the prototype circuits found experimen- 
tally in the best studied organisms. 
Figure Id shows alternative regulatory interactions in model immune 
networks. The antigen external to the body is denoted as X0; when it enters 
the body, it is denoted as Xi. Once in the body, antigen in this case grows 
autocatalytically and stimulates the production of effector lymphocyte cells 
(X3) from precursor cells. Effector lymphocytes promote clearance of anti- 
gen from the system and are themselves cleared after a certain lifetime in the 
system. A regulatory cell type, called a suppressor lymphocyte (X5), sup- 
presses the production of effector lymphocytes and is itself cleared after a 
certain lifetime in the system. Alternative means of modulating the produc- 
tion of suppressor lymphocytes have been proposed; antigen and effector 
lymphocyte are directly involved in one case, and the effector lymphocyte 
alone is directly involved in the other. We have analyzed these alternative 
interactions by modeling the immune networks as S-systems. Our results 
show that a negative interaction involving antigen modulation of suppressor 
lymphocyte production is superior on the basis of several criteria for 
functional effectiveness of the immune network. Experimental results sup- 
porting these predictions have been published by others, and we have 
suggested specific experiments to further test these predictions. 
General conclusions were made independent of &he specific parameter 
values in each of these applications. This was possible because the use of 
S-systems allowed us to obtain steady-state solutions in explicit symbolic 
form, to formulate specific algebraic constraints among the parameter values 
so as to make well-controlled comparisons, and in some cases to compare an 
arbitrary number of alternatives simultaneously. The systematic structure of 
the S-system equations also has allowed us to develop extremely efficient 
algorithms for their numerical solution (see Discussion section, Appendix A, 
and [7, 81). These advantages are rarely encountered in most other forms of 
nonlinear analysis. 
GLORA L NONLINEAR REPRESENTA TIONS 
In the late 1970s we discovered that this Power-Law Formalism, which 
was initially developed as a local nonlinear representation, in fact could 
represent globally a variety of nonlinear differential equations and functions. 
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Prominent examples are given by the well-known growth laws [21, 231 and 
probability distribution functions [24], which include many functions already 
known to represent very general classes of functions. 
Two of the principles of recasting are based on the chain rule and the 
product rule of differentiation. By using these principles to recast an 
arbitrary sum of variables (Voit and Savageau, unpublished) we have dem- 
onstrated that linear systems are special cases of S-systems. Similarly, we 
have shown that S-systems, Half systems, Generalized Mass Action systems 
and Generalized Volterra systems of the form 
,=,ih,+;iu,,Ti i=1,2,3 ,..., n (8) 
are all canonical forms that can be transformed from one to the other [42]. 
To this list of general canonical forms we could add Binary systems, which 
are identical in form to Half systems except that the exponents are either 
ones or zeros (Voit, unpublished; Appendix B). 
In the next section we shall give the principles of recasting that have 
allowed us to recast as S-systems any nonlinear differential equation or 
function that is a composite of elementary functions. These principles permit 
a constructive proof of the following theorem that provides a minimum 
estimate of the range of functions and differential equations that can be 
recast in the canonical S-system form. 
3. THEOREM 
Let 
be a set of differential 
>...,Z,> Z,(O) = -%I i=1,2,3 ,...,n (9) 
equations wherein each f, is composed of sums and 
products of elementary functions, or nested elementary functions of elemen- 
tary functions. 
Then there is a smooth change of variables that recasts Equations (9) into 
an S-system as follows: 
x,(O)=&, i=1,2,3 ,..., m (10) 
J=l ,=l 
where X,, (Y,, and p, are real nonnegative, and g,, and h,, are real. 
There are m - n constraints that are generated in this recasting process; 
they occur as one of two different types. First, there are simple algebraic 
constraints among new variables that take the form 
@k(&,XZ,...,&) =O (11) 
where the $k are elementary functions or nested elementary functions of 
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elementary functions. Each of these reduces by one the dimensionality of the 
recast system. Second, there are constraints between new and old variables 
that take the form 
x, x, = z, (12) 
The X, and X, variables always occur together as a product in the logarith- 
mic derivatives [d(log X,)/d?] of the recast system (e.g., see Equation 25). 
This corresponds to a simple translation-group symmetry (along the -45” 
direction in the log X, vs. log X, plane) in the m-dimensional logarithmic 
space. Thus, all the system trajectories can be translated onto a single 
reference manifold of dimension m - 1, without changing the behavior of 
the system. 
The definition of the new variables, as part of the recasting process, 
generates the constraints, which are automatically incorporated into Equa- 
tions (10); the constraints also can be given explicitly as in Equations (11) 
and (12). Thus, the system behavior is restricted to a manifold of the same 
dimension as the original problem. Since the initial conditions satisfy Equa- 
tions (11) and (12) as well, the constraint set is invariant under the flow of 
the S-system. In the case of Equation (12), one can choose arbitrarily an 
initial condition-X,, and X,,,, such that their product is equal to Z,, -in 
each basin of the system; this set of choices defines the reference manifold. 
Note I. By elementary functions we mean those with explicit symbolic 
derivatives, such as exp( x), log(x), x’, trigonometric functions, and hyper- 
bolic functions. 
Note 2. By an invariant constraint set we mean the following: if the 
initial conditions satisfy the constraints, then the differential equations will 
automatically satisfy the constraints for all t. Thus, any solution that starts 
on the manifold, stays on the manifold. 
Note 3. In the following, t represents the independent variable, upper- 
case symbols are dependent variables, and Greek and lower-case symbols 
other than t designate parameters. We shall use the notation 8 for the 
derivative dX/dt. The independent variable t can be incorporated into the 
S-system form by defining a variable X, = t with X, = 1 and hence forth does 
not retain a special status among the S-system variables. The presence of t 
can be detected by its derivative, which is equal to unity, and by its initial 
condition, X, ( to) = t,. 
4. PROOF 
We shall prove the theorem for systems of first-order ordinary differential 
equations. Higher-order systems are a minor extension, and nonlinear alge- 
braic functions are a special case of the procedure for differential equations. 
The proof involves three principles of recasting that are applied iteratively 
until the recasting process is complete. 
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A. SYSTEM EQUATIONS 
Each equation of a first-order system can be written in the form 
ri,=CT, i=1,2,3 ,..., n (13) 
where the terms 7], are elementary functions or composite functions. 7], can 
be written as 
7;, = nr,,, 
k 
(14 
where the factors frJk are elementary functions, or nested elementary func- 
tions of elementary functions. 
B. TRANSLATION OF VARIABLES TO THE POSITIVE ORTHANT 
The S-system variables X, must be positive real. Historically, this is 
because the original applications dealt with biochemical variables, which are 
positive real. More generally, logarithms of variables and power-law func- 
tions with negative exponents are encountered, and the arguments of these 
functions must be positive so as not to introduce discontinuities during 
recasting. If all the variables in the original set of equations are positive real, 
then proceed to step C. If the original system has any variable that takes on 
negative values, then it first must be translated to the positive orthant. 
Similarly, if such a variable should be generated at any stage in the recasting 
process, it must be translated to the positive orthant. This can be done in 
several ways. 
If a variable is always negative, a simple sign change X, -+ - X, is 
sufficient. If X, is always greater than a constant c < 0, we can write Xi as 
X+c-c and replace X,--c with X,,,, which is positive. Analogously, if 
X, is always less than a positive constant c, we write X, as X, - c + c and 
define X, + I as c - X,. If the range of X, is unlimited or unknown, we can 
replace X, with the difference of two new variables, X, = X,,+* - X,, 1, 
where X,, 1 = (1 + X,*)l/’ and X,,, 2 = X, + X,, i are both positive. There 
are different ways for defining X,, i; the definition here is chosen because it 
avoids computational problems when X, changes sign. Following this trans- 
lation step, one can rewrite the set of differential equations and return to 
step A. 
C. DECOMPOSITION OF COMPOSITE FLINCTIONS 
If each frlk factor already is a power-law function, then proceed to step 
D. Each fijk factor in Equation (13) that is not already a power-law function 
is replaced with a new variable X, + 1, which simplifies the existing set of 
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differential equations to sums and products of power-law functions. An 
additional differential equation is generated for each new variable. Because 
of the chain rule, composite functions are decomposed into factors by 
differentiation when these equations are generated. The functional form of 
the factors in the new differential equation is always simpler than the 
functional form of the composite function in the original equation from 
which it was derived. Following this decomposition step, one has rewritten 
and augmented the set of differential equations and can return to step A. 
As an example, 
i = exp[(ln Z)*] z(0) = 2 (15) 
can be recast in two cycles of decomposition as follows. Rename Z as X,, 
define the single composite factor (fill) as a new variable X2, and add the 
differential equation for X2 to the existing set: 
ri, = x2 
X2 = 2X,-‘X:ln X, 
X,(O) = 2 
X,(O) = exp[(ln2)*] (16) 
Then define a new variable X3 as In X, (the third factor of the last equation, 
f2,3, which is the only factor that is not already a power-law function), and 
add the corresponding differential equation to the existing set: 
2, = x2 
R =2x-‘x2x ? 1 2 3 
X3 = x,-lx, 
X,(O) = 2 
X,(O) = exp[(ln2)*] 
X,(O) = ln2 (17) 
The result is in the canonical S-system form. There are two constraints 
embedded in Equations (17); these easily can be made explicit as 
X2 = exp[ (In XlJ2] 
X3 = In X, (18) 
These constraints define a one-dimensional manifold within the three-dimen- 
sional space of the new variables and, since the initial conditions satisfy the 
constraints, the constraint set is invariant. 
D. REDUCTION OF SUMS OF PRODUCTS OF POWER- LA W FUNCTIONS 
If the set of equations is in S-system form, then recasting is complete. If 
not, then a reduction in the number of sums of products of power-law 
functions is necessary. Except for opportune cases in which the dimension- 
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ality remains unchanged, recasting sums of products of power-law functions 
generally requires the replacement of an existing variable by a product of 
new variables. Let us assume that the differential equation under considera- 
tion contains a sum of m products of S-system variables raised to individual 
powers. In simplified notation, we can write this equation as 
(19) 
where SP denotes the sum of the first m - 1 products. We replace X, by the 




Each of the two terms on the right can be identified with the derivative of a 
new variable to yield 
(21) 
The initial condition for one of these two equations can be chosen conve- 
niently, and then the other initial condition is given in terms of the initial 
condition for the original variable X, [e.g., X,, 1 (0) = 1 and X,, 2 (0) = X,(O)]. 
This choice defines the appropriate section of the reference manifold of the 
new system. Upon replacing X, by X,,, , and X,, + 2 and renumbering 
variables, we reduce the sum of terms in Equation (19) by one and increase 
the set of equations by one [see Equation (21)]. With the same method, two 
products of power-law functions with different sign can be identified with 
the derivative of a new variable; the equation for this new variable then will 
contain two terms in S-system form. 
This step is repeated as many times as is necessary to reduce each 
equation to the difference of two products of power-law functions, the 
canonical S-system form. 
As an example, 
Z = 2 72/j _ Z2 _ Z1/2 (22) 
with Z(0) = 4, can be reduced to S-system form as follows. Define Z as 
X, X, , differentiate to obtain 
.elx2+xli2=2(x,x*)2’3-(x~x2)2-(x~x2)1’2 (23) 
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and identify terms to yield 
X = _ X1/2X-W 
1 I 2 
2 = 2,~Wx2/3 _ x x2 
2 1 2 1 2 (24) 
where X,(O) = 1 and X,(O) = 4. The particular choice of initial conditions 
defines the reference manifold. 
The S-system also can be written in logarithmic form as 
Pi=-exp[-(Y,+Y,)/2] 
Yz=2exp[-(Y,+Y,)/3]-exp[(Y,+Y,)] (25) 
where Y = log X, and Y,(O) = 0, Y,(O) = log(4). In this form it is clear that if 
Y, is incremented and Y2 decremented by a constant amount Q, the system 
equations remain unchanged. The trajectories in the Y, vs. Y, plane parallel 
each other and can be superimposed by a translation of Q\/z units along the 
- 45 ’ incline. 
There are three basins for this system: 0 < Z < 0.0158123, 0.0158123 < Z 
< 1, and Z > 1. Accordingly, there are three trajectories in the recast 
logarithmic space that define the three sections of the reference manifold for 
the system. The three basins are separated by the sets Y, + Y, = 0 (attracting) 
and Y, + Y, = -4.14697 (repelling), which correspond to the fixed points 
Z = 1 and Z = 0.0158123 of the original system. 
The reference trajectories in this case define a one-dimensional manifold 
in the two-dimensional Y, vs. Y, (or Xi vs. X2) space. Any other choice of 
initial condition for Z (or for X,X,) can be translated onto the reference 
manifold, and the subsequent behavior of the system will remain on the 
reference manifold as well. 
This is a constructive proof demonstrating that one can always recast the 
given class of equations as S-systems. Each new variable introduced in the 
recasting procedure requires an expansion of the S-system by an additional 
equation; for trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, two new variables and 
equations have to be introduced (cf. Example A3 in Appendix A). This 
increase in the number of variables might be seen as a disadvantage; 
therefore, it is important to note that the constraints provided by the 
definition of new variables (and their initial conditions) restrict the system 
behavior to a manifold of the same dimension as the original problem. The 
derivatives called for in the decomposition step are always derivatives of 
elementary functions. Thus, no discontinuities are generated in this process 
that are not already present in the original equations. 
COROLLARY I 
Higher-order systems of ordinary differential equations can be recast in a 
similar fashion. Higher derivatives simply are replaced with new variables, 
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which follows the conventional practice for transforming an nth order ordinary 
differential equation into a set of n first-order ordinary differential equations. 
COROLLARY 2 
Under favorable conditions, other types of differential equations -such as 
implicit (cf. [35] and Appendix C), partial (e.g. [l]), delay (e.g. [9]) and 
integro-differential equations (e.g. [9])- can be rewritten in terms of ordinary 
differential equations and, hence, can be recast as S-systems as well. 
COROLLARY 3 
Nonlinear algebraic (in contrast to differential) equations also can be recast 
into the canonical S-system form. One simply defines the algebraic function as a 
new variable X, and differentiates the equation to obtain an expression in the 
form of Equation (13). The recasting procedure is then the same as described 
above for differential equations. 
This approach might seem to be in the wrong direction, for usually the aim is 
to solve a differential equation in terms of explicit functions. However, this type 
of recasting can yield very interesting results, for it classifies functions in a new 
way that thereby reveals structure in an otherwise seemingly unrelated multitude 
of functions and it sometimes makes the interpretation of a function and its 
parameters more transparent. 
Two classes of algebraic functions that have been unified and classified are 
growth laws [21, 231 and probability distributions [24]. In their algebraic form, 
the various growth laws often do not show much similarity. However, recasting 
reveals that all the well-known cases are special S-systems with one or two 
variables. These results, which are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 of reference 
[21], demonstrate the close relatedness of these growth laws and, furthermore, 
connect these laws with their fundamental underlying mechanisms [21]. Com- 
paring the algebraic form of a growth law with the corresponding S-system 
representation often yields insight into the nature of the growth process, as was 
discussed in [23]. For example, the explicit form of the Bertalanffy growth law 
w(t) =[a/p_(a/P_wd-R)e(R~l)Bt]l/(l-g) 
is hardly intuitive, whereas the differential form 
ti=awg-pw (27) 
suggests a direct interpretation [2]: B is a first-order rate constant for loss due 
to catabolism, which is assumed to be proportional to body mass W; a and g 
are parameters of a power law describing anabolism, which is assumed to be 
proportional to the surface area through which nutrients are absorbed, and, 
hence, is a power-law function of mass or volume. 
The classification of probability distribution functions as S-systems reveals 
their mutual relatedness (see Tables 1 and 2 in reference [24]). Embedding 
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them in a common continuous parameter space also provides a new, and more 
natural, way of defining mixed or intermediate distributions just by choice of 
parameter values. The continuous “suprasystem of probability distributions ” 
[24] is of practical interest, for instance, when an unknown probability distribu- 
tion has to be derived from experimental data [36]. 
CONJECTURE 
The theorem we have given provides a minimum estimate of the range of 
equations that can be recast in the canonical S-system form. We know that 
other functions not generally considered elementary functions (e.g., the 
so-called Special functions, such as Elliptic, Bessel, Legendre, and Hypergeo- 
metric functions) can be recast in the S-system form. A finite Taylor series 
can be recast as a finite set of equations in S-system form. Thus, in an 
approximate sense, any function that is well represented by a finite Taylor 
series also is well represented within the canonical S-system form. The full 
range of functions that can be recast is undoubtedly much larger than we 
have indicated and remains to be determined, perhaps by more powerful 
group-theoretic methods. 
5. DETAILED EXAMPLE OF RECASTING 
As an example illustrating several of these methods, consider the follow- 
ing set of nonlinear differential equations representing normalized material 
and energy balances in a continuous stirred tank reactor [34] 
dZ,/dt = - Z, + A(l- Z,)exp[ cZ,/( c + Z,)] 
dZ,/dt=-Z,+B(l-Z,)exp[cZ,/(c+Z,)]-b(Z,-a) (28) 
with initial conditions Z, (0) = Z,, and Z, (0) = Z,, 
This set of differential equations already is written in the form of 
Equation (13). The variables Z, and Z, have the potential to go to zero, so 
the first task is translation of these variables into the positive orthant. This 
can be done by adding to each variable a positive constant. For instance, we 
can define 
Xi = z, + 1 
x,=z,+2 
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Xl=C+22Bexp[c(X,-2)/(c-2+X,)] 
-(1+-)X,-BX,exp[c(X,-2)/(c-2+X,)] (30) 
where C = ab + 2(1+ b). 
Next is decomposition. Each factor that is not already a power-law 
function is replaced by a new variable and the corresponding differential 
equation is added to the set. Thus, we define 
X,=exp[c(X,-2)/(c-2+X,)] (31) 




There is still one factor that is not a power-law function, so we repeat the 
decomposition step. We define 
X,=(c-2+X*)/c 




X, = c/c + (2B/c) x, - [ (1+ b)/c] x2 - ( B/c) XI x, 
(33) 
(34) 
Each equation now consists of a sum of four terms. These sums are 
reduced by defining each variable as a product of two new variables: 
x, = x,x, 
x, = x, x, 
X, = X,X,, 
X4 = x,1x,2 (35) 
Differentiating each of these products, identifying the appropriate terms in 
Equations (34) for each new derivative, and permuting the indices of the 
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variables (5 + 1, 6 + 2,. , 12 + 8, 14 9,. . , 4 + 12) yields the final S-sys- 
tem 
X1 = ZAX;‘X,X, - AX,X,X, 
X~=cx,-‘-(l+b)X, 
X4 = 2BX;‘XsX, - sx,x*x,-‘x,x, 
X~=cx,x;2x~2-(1+b)x~x~x5x~2x;~ 
X(j = 2sx,x,2x;*x,-2 - sx,x*x,x,2x;*x,-2 
X,=(C/c)X,-‘-[(l+b)/c]x,x,x,-’ 
~~=(2B/c)X,X,X;‘-(B/c)X,X,X,X,Xf’ (36) 
withinitialconditions X,(O) =l, X,(O) = Z,, +l, X,(O) =l, X,(O) =Z,, +2, 
X,(O) =L X,(O) = exp[cZ,,/(c+ Zzo)l, X,(O) =I, X,(O) = (c-t Z,,>/c. 
Note that the differential equations for X, through X,, and the variables 
themselves are automatically eliminated in this process. 
The result is in the canonical S-system form with eight variables. There 
are six constraints embedded in Equations (36), which restrict the behavior 
to a two-dimensional manifold. Two constraints among the new variables in 
Equations (36) are found by rewriting Equations (31) and (33) in terms of 
the new variables 
X,X,=exp[c(X,X,-2)/(c+XsX,-2)] 
x,x,=(c+X~x,-2)/c (37) 
Four additional constraints between new and old variables are given by 
x,x* = x, ( = old X,) 
X,X,=X,, (=oldX,) 
x,X, = XI, (=oldX,) 
X,x, = x,2 (=oldX,) (38) 
These define four translation-group symmetries. Since these six constraints 
are satisfied by the initial conditions for Equations (36), the constraint set is 
invariant. 
The original variables easily are reconstructed as 
Z,(f) =X1(t>&(t>-1 
Z*(r) = X,(t)&(t)-2 (39) 
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The benefits of such recasting include simplification of the nonlinearities 
and reduction to a standard canonical form; the cost is the increase in 
number of variables. Our experience to date indicates that the benefits 
greatly outweigh the cost when it comes to computational efficiency. For 
instance, the above system, in which the number of variables increases 
fourfold, can be solved with reasonable tolerances 3 to 11 times faster in the 
recast form using our algorithm than in its original form using conventional 
Runge-Kutta methods. The global accuracy of these two solutions is the 
same. 
Further examples of recasting can be found in earlier references and also 
in Appendix A, where a standard set of benchmark problems used in testing 
numerical methods for solving differential equations [4] has been recast as 
S-systems. 
6. DISCUSSION 
We have shown how ordinary initial-value problems can be transformed 
into the canonical S-system form. Currently there are no conditions that 
define the boundary of the class of equations and functions that can be 
recast as S-systems. Nevertheless, the large body of empirical evidence, and 
the fact that functions generally regarded as among the most general have 
been shown to be special cases of or equivalent to S-systems, strongly 
suggest that most, if not all, ordinary differential equations can be represent- 
ed exactly as S-systems. Other types of differential equations, such as 
implicit, partial, delay and integro-differential equations under favorable 
conditions can be rewritten in terms of ordinary differential equations and, 
hence, can be recast as S-systems as well. 
This is not to say that a fully developed nonlinear theory is imminent. 
However, the identification of a canonical form for nonlinearities seems to 
be an important step in initiating the development of such a theory, which 
would provide the basis for a general classification of differential equations 
and for the development of general techniques for treating nonlinear dif- 
ferential equations with analytical or numerical methods. As yet, such 
general techniques are known only for linear systems, one reason being that 
no unifying structural form was known that included arbitrary nonlinear 
equations as special cases. In analogy with linear analysis one can now focus 
upon a canonical nonlinear structure and hope to see the rapid development 
of appropriate methods and techniques, and perhaps eventually a theory 
rivaling the power of linear mathematics, but applicable to the much wider 
and more important domain of nonlinear phenomena. 
A variety of methods have been developed for analyzing S-systems that 
are used for local descriptions of biological phenomena (e.g., [20, 21, 39, 71). 
These methods provide a framework for the analysis of recast equations as 
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well. Important special cases of S-systems have been solved analytically [40], 
but since functions like elliptic integrals and Bessel functions can be repre- 
sented as S-systems, the general S-system is known to have no finite 
closed-form solution in terms of elementary functions. Thus, one important 
goal in dealing with S-systems is efficient numerical solution. 
A set of numerical algorithms called ESSYNS (Evaluation and Simulation 
of Synergistic Systems) has been developed in our laboratory and is based on 
the S-system form [S]. It is generally superior to existing methods for solving 
this class of problems, often one to two orders of magnitude faster [7, 8; see 
also examples Al, A2, A4, Bl, Cl, C2 and E4 in Appendix A and Table 11. 
This vast improvement was possible because each part of the program could 
be optimized exclusively for the very rigid S-system form and did not have to 
account for the multitude of features that could arise in arbitrary nonlinear 
differential equations. The recasting procedure presented here makes the 
advantages of these efficient algorithms available to any differential equation 
that can be recast as an S-system. 
Even though recasting usually requires the introduction of additional 
variables, there is generally a net gain in efficiency and often it is immense, 
as can be seen with standard benchmark problems (see Table 1 and Appen- 
dix A). The algorithm of Gear, as implemented in the IMSL software 
library,* and a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) method were chosen for these 
comparisons because of their wide availability and common use as references 
in this type of comparison (e.g., [3, 4, 311). All comparisons were executed 
with 8 Hz IBM PC/AT compatible microcomputers equipped with numeri- 
cal coprocessors. The results (Table 1) show that the cost of recasting 
(identified with decreases in efficiency due to the introduction of additional 
variables) is generally recouped at reasonable error tolerances and the net 
improvements are often remarkable: at stringent error tolerances, several 
problems were solved 50 or even 100 times faster with ESSYNS than with 
RKF45 and up to 50 times faster than with the Gear algorithm. For lax error 
tolerances RKF45 or the Gear algorithm performed better than ESSYNS in 
some cases, although the difference was usually less than twofold. The global 
accuracy of ESSYNS, the Gear algorithm, and RKF45 was similar for these 
problems. 
Recently we have learned that Peschel and Mende have come indepen- 
dently to similar conclusions regarding the transformation of differential 
equations into standard forms [lo-131. In their work they have focused 
primarily on Generalized Volterra systems but also have considered so-called 
*As standard parameter settings we used H = 0.00001, INDEX =l, METH = 2. and 
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Riccati systems and Multinomial systems. Their Riccati systems are identical 
to our Half systems-i.e., to S-systems with only one product of power-law 
functions in each equation-and their Multinomial systems are identical to 
our Generalized Mass Action systems-i.e., they contain the sum of several 
products of power-law functions in each equation. They also have demon- 
strated that these various forms are equivalent in the sense that they can be 
transformed into one another and then exhibit exactly the same solution 
[ll, 131. 
Our approaches are fundamentally similar, although because of their 
different histories they differ in a number of details. For example, Peschel 
and Mende’s transformation of differential equations into Generalized 
Volterra systems tends to create discontinuities that aggravate further analy- 
sis [13 Ch 31. Although they find that some of these difficulties are removed 
through transformation to the Riccati form, the resulting systems have the 
disadvantage of computational instabilities [13], as we also have noted. A 
method of resealing to overcome this computational problem has been 
proposed [13]. Since these difficulties are circumvented in our procedure 
using S-systems, and since it has been established that these are indeed 
equivalent canonical forms, it should be possible for these difficulties to be 
removed in the approach of Peschel and Mende as well. 
The different standard forms can be interchanged by transformation and 
are equivalent with respect to solution, though they can differ with respect to 
interpretability (cf. [42]), mathematical tractability, and computational ef- 
ficiency. Each of these standard forms has its appeal and may be most 
appropriate for particular classes of problems; further work will be required 
to explore and to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each form. 
APPENDIX A: RECASTING STANDARD BENCHMARK 
PROBLEMS FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
Hull et al. [4] have provided a set of benchmark problems that have 
become a standard for evaluating numerical methods for the solution of 
mildly stiff ordinary nonlinear differential equations [e.g. 31. In order to 
evaluate ESSYNS [S], a set of algorithms developed in this laboratory based 
on the S-system form, we have recast this set of benchmark problems as 
S-systems. In addition to providing numerous examples of recasting and 
further evidence of its generality, test results shown in Table 1 demonstrate 
the practical advantages of solution in the S-system form using ESSYNS. We 
have analyzed all of the benchmark tests of Hull et al. [4] with the exception 
of two problems (C4 and CS) whose numbers of equations exceeded the 
current capacity of our microcomputer version of ESSYNS. In the following, 
we shall present the original set of equations, the definitions of S-system 
variables, and the S-system form we used for comparison. 
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General Specification of Problems. Each problem is characterized by the 
set of differential equations and initial conditions, by the initial and final 
times, which were always chosen to be 0 and 20, and by each of the four 
local error tolerances 10e3, 10d6, 10e9, or lo-“. Using the same definitions 
as Hull et al. [4], we have compared efficiency and accuracy for 92 problems 
in total. 
PROBLEM CLASS A. SINGLE EQUATIONS. 
Al: Z=-Z Z(0) =l 
This negative exponential decay is already in S-system form. 
A2: i=-z3/2 Z(0) =l 
This special case of the Riccati equation also is already in S-system form. 
A3: i= Zcos( t) z(0) =1 
We define X, = Z, X, = cos( t) + 2, X, = sin(t) + 2, X(0) = (1,3,2) and ob- 
tain the S-system 
Xt = x,x, -2x, 
&=2-x, 
X3 = x, - 2 
A4: i=O.252(1- z/20) Z(0) =l 
This is the logistic growth law and has S-system form. 
A5: i=(z-t)/(Z+t) Z(0) = 4 
A5 describes a spiral curve. The S-system form can be obtained upon 
defining X,-Z+p, X,=t+p, X,=X,+X,-2p,wherepisanarbitrary 
parameter greater than 4; we have chosen p = 5, X(0) = (9,1,4). 
X1=x,x;‘-x,x;’ 
X2 =l 
X3 = 2x,x;’ -2pX<’ 
PROBLEM CLASS B. SMALL SYSTEMS. 
Bl: Z,=2(z,-z,z,) 
Z,=-(Z*-z,z*) 
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Z(0) = (1,3). These Lotka-Volterra equations, describing the population 
dynamics of conflicting species, are already in S-system form. 
B2: i,= - z, + z, 
Z, = z, - 22, + z, 
i, = Z, - Z, 
Z(0) = (2,0,1). We obtain the S-system form for this linear system of 
chemical reactions by defining X, = Z, + p, X, = Z, + p, X, = Z, + p, X, 
= X, + X,; where p arbitrarily has been chosen to be 2. 
& = x, - x1 
X2=x, -2x, 
X3 = x, - x, 
&=2x2-xq 
X(0) = (4,2,3,7). 
B3: i, = - z, 
Z, = z,- z; 
Z, = Z2’ 
Z(0) = (l,O,O). This represents a nonlinear system of chemical reactions. 
Since two of the initial values are zero, we define XI = Z, + p, X2 = Z3 + q, 
X3 = X, + p, and X, = Z, +4pX,, X(0) = (p, q,2p,l+4p2). We have cho- 
sen p = 0.25, q = 1. 
B4: 
21 = x, - x,’ 
& = xf - Xl 
23 = x, - x,’ 
.ri, = Xl - x3’ 
il = - z, - z1z3( z: + zp2 
2, = z, - z2z3( z,” + z:)-‘/’ 
23=zl(z:+z;)-1’2 
Z(0) = (3,0,0). B4 represents the integral surface of a torus. We define 
X,=Z,+p, X,=5+4, X3=Z3+r, X,=(Z:+Z:)-‘I*, and subse- 
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quently replace X, by the product X,X, and X, by X,X,X, which, upon 
renumbering, yields the S-system 
Xl =x*x,x,x, -px, 
?tz=xlx;-rx; 
Tc3 =px,x,x,-lx;‘- x,x*x, 
Tt4 = rX, X4 - prX, XT ‘X; ’ 
k5 = qx;‘x,- - x;‘xy’x,x,x, 
& = qx,x,x,-‘x,-l- x,x,x, 
2, = rX, X, - qrX, X; ‘Xc ’ 
~~=xx,x,x,x,-‘x;‘-px~‘x;’ 
X(O) = (r,l/$p +3,l,Lq,l,l). 
B5: i,=Z,Z3 
i,= - z,z, 
Z.3 = -0.51z,z* 
Z(0) = (O,l,l). These are Euler’s equations of motion for a rigid body 
without external forces. Since Z, and Z, become negative in the time 
interval [0,20], we define S-system variables as X, = Z, + p, X, = Z, + q, 
and X3 = Z, and obtain the S-system 
Xl = x,x,x, - 4x,x, 
/I?* =px,x, - x,x,x, 
23 = 0.51px,x,-’ -O.SlpqX,-’ 
%d = 0.51qx,x;‘-0.51x,x,x,-’ 
X(0) = ( p, 1 + q, 1,l). For our comparison we chose p = q = 2. 
PROBLEM CLASS C. MODERATE SYSTEMS 
Cl: i, = - z, 
Z, = z,_, - z, 
i,, = z, 
(i = 2,. . . ,9), Z(0) = (l,O,. . ,O). This represents a radioactive decay chain. 
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Translation of all variables to the positive orthant by defining Xi = 2, + p 
yields the corresponding S-system 
kl = p - x1 
* = if_, - x, 
J& = x, - p 
(i=2 ,...,9), X(o)=(l+p,P,...,P). 
c2: ii = - z, 
Z, = z,_, -22, 
ii, = z, 
(i=2 , . . ,9), Z(0) = (l,O, . . ,O). This again represents a radioactive decay 
chain. Here convenient translation parameters are pi = pi/i (i = 2,. . . , lo), 
where p, is positive. The S-system then is 
~~=p,-x, 
x=(i-1)X,_,-iX, 
& = 9x, - p1 
X(0)=(l+p,,pi/i,pI),(i=2,...,9). 
c3: i,=-2z,+z, 
i, = z,_, -22, + Z,+ 1 
z,, = z, -2z,, 
(i = 2,. . . ,9), Z(0) = (l,O,. . . ,O). C3 is derived from a parabolic partial 
differential equation. Its recasting requires two steps. First, we translate the 
variables X, = Z, + ipI, where pi is positive, and secondly we replace X, 
(i=2 , . . . ,9) by a product of two new variables and obtain the S-system 
Xi = x*x, -2x, 
X~=x,x;‘-x* 
ri, = X;-‘,x,+ix,+2 - x, 
X, = x,_2xj_&ii - x, 
$9 = llp& - xi, 
(i = 3,5,7 ,...) 17;j=4,6,8 ,..., lg), x(0)=(2,2,1,3,1,4,1,5,1,6,1,7,1,8,1, 
9,l) 10,l). 
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PROBLEM CLASS D. ORBIT EQUATIONS. 
2, = z3 
iz = z, 
i3 = - z,( z: + z;)p3’2 
24=-z*(z:+z;)-3’2 
Z(0) = (1- e,O,O,((l+ e)/(l- e))“‘), where e is the eccentricity of the 
orbit. 
Dl: e=O.l 
D2: e = 0.3 
D3: e = 0.5 
D4: e = 0.7 
D5: e = 0.9 
Wedefine X,=Z,+3, X,=Z,+3, X3=Z3+5, X,=Z,+5, X,=Zf+Z,’ 
and replace X, by the product X,X,X,X,. Upon renumbering, the result is 
an eight-dimensional S-system: 
Xr = x3 - 5 
X2 = x, - 5 
Xx = 3( xSx,x,xs)-3’2- X1( xsx,x,x,)-3’2 
X4 =3(x,x,x,x,)-“‘- x2( xsx,x,x,)-3’2 
X5 =2X,X3( X,X,X,)+6X,( X6X,XS)-1 
X6 = 2X2X,( X,X,X,))-6X,( X,X,X,))’ 
X,=30(x,x,x,)-‘-10x2(x,x,x,))’ 
Xs =30(x,x,x,)-‘-10x,( x,x,x,)-’ 
X(0)=(4-e,3,5,5+((1+e)/(l-e))~,(l-e)2,1,1,1). 
PROBLEM CLASS E. HIGHER ORDER EQUATIONS. 
El: i, = z, 
Z2=0.25(t+1))2Z,-Z2(t+1))‘-Z, 
Z(0) = (0.671396707141803,0.09540051444747446). This problem is derived 
from Bessel’s equation of order l/2 with the origin shifted one unit to the 
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left. The S-system form can be obtained by first defining X, = Z, + p and 
X, = Z, + ~7, where p and 4 are positive, and then replacing X, by the 
product of four new variables. The result is 
k,= x*x,x, - q 
& = qx;‘x,-‘x,-l - x,x,-’ 
23 = px;‘x,-’ - x,x,-‘x,-l 
k4 = 0.25x,x,-‘x;‘x;* -0.25px,-‘x;‘x,-2 
X5 =1 
X(O) = (z,(o)+ P, Z*(O)+ q,Ll,l). 
E2: i, = z, 
i,=(l-z:)z,-z, 
Z(0) = (2,0). The problem is derived from van der Pal’s equation. We 
translate the variables with the positive parameters p and q and replace the 
second variable by the product of four new variables. These transformations 
yield the S-system 
ri, = x*x,x,x, - q 
~2=(p~q+p-q)x~1x~lx~1-p2x2 
%j = 2px,x, -2pqx,x;‘x,-lx;’ 
J$ = qx:x;‘x,-‘x;’ - x:x, 
i5 = x5 - x,x,-‘x;‘x,-’ 
X(O) = Q+ p, q,LLl). 
E3: i, = z, 
Z, = (l/6) Z: - Z, +2sin(2.7835?) 
Z(0) = (0,O). The problem is derived from Duffing’s equation. We define 
X, = Z, + p, X2 = Z, + q, X3 = sin(2.785251). The equation for X, contains 
a sum of terms, which can be reduced by replacing X, with the product of 
three variables. The definition of X, as a sine function requires the ad- 
ditional introduction of the corresponding cosine. The final S-system con- 
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tains six equations: 
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21 =x,x,x, - q 
X2 = 5 SlOlr - 55707X, 
X3 = 1.392675 X, - 1.392675~ 
X4 = x*x,-‘x,-l - x,x;‘x,-’ 
~5=(p2/2)X,X,-‘X,-1-(p3/6)X,-‘X,-’ 
X~=(1/6)X~X,-1X;1-(p/2)X~X,-‘X;’ 
X(0) = (p, p, r + 1, q,l,l). For our comparison we have chosen p = q = 
r = 4. 
E4: 2, = z, 
Z, = 0.032-0.42; 
Z(0) = (30,O). E4 describes the motion of a falling body. We redefine 
X, = Zz + p. For the particular choice p = 0.081/2, the S-system is 
&= x2 - p 
k2 = 0.8pX, -0.4X; 
X(0) = (30, PI. 
E5: i, = z, 
Z, = (l+ Z;)1’2(25- t)-’ 
Z(O)=(O,O). Definition of X,=Z,+p, X,=Z,+p, X,=l+Z,‘, and 
X, = 25 - t, yields the S-system form in a straightforward manner: 





k3 = 2x2x~/2x,-’ -2px:‘2x,-’ 
X4=-1 
X(O) = (p,p,1,25). 
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APPENDIX B: TRANSFORMATION OF A HALF SYSTEM INTO A 
BINARY SYSTEM 
At the cost of additional equations, every Half system can be transformed 
into the even simpler structure of a Binary system that has the form of a 
Half system but whose exponents are all unity or zero. Since S-systems, 
Generalized Mass Action systems, and Generalized Volterra systems can be 
recast as Half systems, they also can be transformed into Binary systems. 
For simplicity of discussion, let us use for the representation of a Half 
system the notation 
i=l ,...,n (BI) 
J=i 
in which y, and f,, are real numbers [cf. Equation (7)]. System (Bl) is 
transformed by replacing in equation i each variable Z, , raised to f, j, by a 
new variable v, if the exponent f,, is different from zero. These new 
variables satisfy the equations 
r;;, = f,,Z/=“i, 
=y,f,,vJ n yk K={k~{l,...,n}: &#O} (B2) 
kEK 
The new Equations (B2) do not contain explicitly any old variables Z, and, 
thus, all Z, can be eliminated. A trivial exception appears with any variable 
Z, whose exponents f,, (i =l,. . ., n) are all equal to zero; but simply 
renaming Z, = 7) and setting h, =l yield the unified notation of (B2) and 
Z, can be eliminated, The original variables can always be retrieved from the 
definitions Z~J = yj. In cases where f,, # 0, the variable vl appears twice in 
Equations (B2) with i = j. These square powers are eliminated readily by 
introducing additional variables U, = yf. Finally, all variables vJ and Uj are 
renamed as variables X, and we obtain a Binary system that is equivalent to 
Equations (Bl) 
j=l 
ceiJ E lo9 11) 
The dimension, m, of the system is usually greater than n, and in the 
extreme, the number of equations increases from n to m = n* + n. 
One should note that Equations (B2), upon dividing them by KJ, repre- 
sent changes in logarithms of yj as simple products of the system variables 
qJ. This fact is interesting in comparison with Generalized Volterra systems, 
which represent changes in logarithms as sums of system variables [cf. 
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Equation (S)] but which, nevertheless, are equivalent to Binary systems with 
respect to solution, as we have shown above (see also [42]). 
Example. A simple Half system may elucidate the methods of transfor- 
mation into the corresponding Binary system. 
2 1 = 3zv3zv 1 2 
i2 = - zfz, 
i, = osz, z3 WI 
with initial conditions Z, (0) = Z,, , Z, (0) = Z,, , Z3 (0) = Z30. Defining VI1 
= Zr- ‘j3, VI2 = Z:/2, V2t = Zp, V& = Z, yields 
The original variables Z, and Z, are retrievable from the definitions (e.g., 
from VI1 and VIZ); Z, is not, and so we formally replace it with V& and 
then eliminate Z,, Z,, 5. Further, we introduce U, = Vft to eliminate the 
square power of VI1 in the fourth equation. Finally, we rename XI = VII, 
X2 = V12, X3 = V,, , X4 = V&, X5 = Vj3 and X6 = lJ1 and obtain the binary 
form of system (B4) 
Xt = - x,x, 




ri, = -2x,x,x, (B6) 
with initial conditions X, (0) = Zt;‘/3, X, (0) = Zio/*, X, (0) = Z$, , X, (0) = 
ZI,, X,(O) = zsc, X,(O) = z,-2’3. 
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APPENDIX C: TRANSFORMATION OF IMPLICIT 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Texts on differential equations seldom discuss the problem of implicit 
differential equations and it is difficult to find helpful references. Thus we 
will present a recipe for the transformation of implicit into explicit differen- 
tial equations that is suitable in many cases. The idea of this method is 
sketched briefly in a paper by Vemer [35], who presents a more general 
albeit more complicated method. 
We can assume that the system contains only first derivatives; if that is 
not the case, we introduce new variables for all higher-order derivatives (cf. 
Corollary 1). The transformation requires three steps. If the system cannot 
be rewritten directly in explicit form, a new variable X, is defined for each 
derivative Z,: that cannot be expressed explicitly in terms of existing 
variables 2,. This yields a set of implicit algebraic equations. With standard 
methods, one has to solve this set numerically for initial conditions of the 
new variables X,. Next, one differentiates all implicit (algebraic) equations 
symbolically with respect to the independent variable. This yields a system 
of implicit differential equations that is linear in terms of derivatives of the 
new variables X,. The “coefficients” are functions of old and newly-defined 
variables Z, and X, This linear system has to be solved symbolically for X,; 
if a solution exists, it will be a system of explicit ordinary first-order 
differential equations. 
Exumple 
(In ii)’ + Z,exp( ii) - tZ, = 0 
i~+i,i,+i~-z,-t=o (Cl) 




Upon differentiating this set with respect to t we obtain 
2(lnX,)X1X;‘+X~exp(X,)+X1X,exp(X,)-tX,-Z,=O 
2x,X~+X;i;x,+x,X~+2x,X*-xx,-1=o (C3) 
This system is linear with respect to Xi and X2: 
X1 = - r;r, [( x, +2X*)/(2x, + X,)] +(I+ X,)/(2X, + X,) 
~~=-_~[2(lnX,)X;‘+X,exp(X,)]exp(-X,)+(Z,+tX,)exp(-X,) 
(Cd) 
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In general, the final calculation requires symbolic matrix inversion. The 
resulting set of explicit ordinary differential equations then is 
l+ X, -(Xi +2X,)( X3 + X,X,)exp( - Xi) 
*1=2X1+X1-(Xi+2X,)[2X;11nX,+X,exp(X1)]exp(-X1) 
ri = (2x, +x,)(X,+X,X,)-(l+x,)[2x~‘lnx~+x~exp(x~)1 
’ (2X, +X,)exp(X,)-(X,+2Xz)[2X;‘InX,+X,exp(X,)1 
ic3 = x, 
J& =l (C5) 
where we have defined X3 = Z,, X, = Z, , and X5 = t. The initial conditions 
for Xi and X, are calculated from the initial values for X3, X,, and X5 by 
solving once the set of implicit algebraic equations (C2). 
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